Operational Documents
As used on Keith Stillman's
Easton & Potomac

By Keith Stillman
I have attended several first time op
sessions and a common comment I hear
from the layout owner is: "I didn't
realize how much work it would be
getting ready for the session, especially
the paper work". Yes there are a lot of
forms and documentation needed to
guide attendees during a session. I will
go over all of the documents I use on
the Easton And Potomac and hopefully
give you a frame of reference for what
you will need before holding that first
session.
Keep in mind the type and number of
documents needed will depend on the
positions staffed and the type of
operations.
I have noted when a
document is optional. Also please note
the documents discussed here are just
examples. Many other forms of these
documents exist and the final form any
document takes is personal preference.
The E&P uses car cards to route rolling
stock, timetable and train orders to

control train movements, and DCC to
control motive power. The documents
presented support this type of operation
and are meant only as a guide. Most of
my documents are viewable on the
E&P
website
www.easton-andpotomac.com. Some documents are
lengthy and optional, so instead of
providing examples in this article I
have provided a web link. If you want
to view these documents follow the
web link.
The E&P has held over 119 sessions
over the last ten years. So the number
of documents and amount of detail is
fairly complete. Don't think you have
to provide everything listed to this level
of detail. However the closer you get
to fully documenting your operation the
smoother your sessions will run. At
least provide the layout documentation
before your first session. Then start
putting together the car/train control
documentation.

Once you have that done move on to
the position documentation. Start by
creating high level documents and add
detail as your experience and number
of sessions progresses. Now let's go
through each E&P document and what
information is provided.
I separate the E&P documentation into
three classes - layout, car/train control,
and position.

Layout
This
documentation
contains
information about the layout. This is
the most important documentation and
needs to be in place for the first
session. Even experience operators
will have problems on a new layout
without this documentation.
• Direction Labels
• Town Labels
• Car Card Box Labels
• Town Diagrams (optional but
recommended)

• Throttle Operation (optional)

Car/train control
This documentation is used to control
the movement of rolling stock and
trains.
This is the second most
important documentation. You can get
away with not having this at the first
session, but the session will go much
more smoothly if you do.
• Car cards (not needed if using
switch lists)
• Waybills (not needed if using
switch lists)
• Timetable (optional if not using
TT/TO but recommended)
• Bad-order car notices (optional
but recommended)
• Bad track notices (optional but
recommended)
• Session instructions (optional)
• Special instructions (optional)
• Form 19 orders (optional)
• Form A clearances (optional)
• Rule book (optional)

Position
This documentation is optional but
recommended. It is used to guide the
attendees staffing a specific position.
Although you can hold sessions
without this documentation, it will help
the
attendees
understand
their
assignments and greatly reduce the
amount of support you need to provide
during the session. I have listed the
typical positions staffed.
The E&P does not staff the hostler
position so documents for this position
are handled by the dispatcher. Each
one of these categories has a set of

documents which are listed and
discussed in their respective sections:
• Engineer and/or conductor (train
crew)
• Yardmaster and assistants
• Operator
• Dispatcher
• Hostler
Now before you get turned off,
remember you probably will not need
all of these documents. Press on,
decide which ones will help with your
operations and which ones are not
needed.

Layout documents
These are the most important
documents.
Without them the
attendees will not be able to do even
the simplest tasks. Concentrate on
these first and have them available even
for shake down sessions.
Direction Labels: These are frequently
omitted, but I have found they are as
important as the town labels. The
direction labels tell the attendees which
directions is east, west, north, and
south. They are all the more important
if you have other documents that
reference these directions.
Town Labels: These are usually
located on the fascia and identify each
town by name.
Without these,
attendees will not know where they are
and will repeatedly ask the layout
owner for this information.
Car-card box labels: These identify
the use of each car card slot setout,
pickup, off spot, etc. If you have car
card boxes or slots for each business
they should be labeled with the

business name. If you are using switch
lists these are not needed.
Town diagrams: These are very
important to help the attendees identify
the tracks and the location of
businesses.
Frequently these are
located on the fascia. On the E&P this
information is provided to the operator
who can provide it to any train crew
and is also available in the dispatcher's
office. This document should identify
all of the tracks and spotting locations
as well as major landmarks to assist the
train crews with determining the
correct location for each of their
setouts.
Throttle operation: This can be, and
often is, optional documentation. But if
present it can reduce the number of
questions you get from attendees
unfamiliar with your DCC system. On
the E&P this documentation steps
attendees through acquiring and
dispatching a throttle.

Car/train control
documents
This is the second most important
documentation. If you plan to do
anything more than run trains, you will
need this documentation. On the E&P
this documentation supports car-cardbased operations. If you use switch
lists neither the card cards nor waybill
documents are needed. Since I do not
use switch lists, I have not included any
discussion of them. There are plenty of
articles in The Dispatcher's Office
journals that covers this topic.
Car cards: You will need one of these
for every piece of rolling stock that
could possibly find its way onto the

layout. The exception to this is if you
use switch lists and forgo car cards or
run cars in blocks (such as hoppers).
This will be an involved process that
will take much longer than you expect.
Start early and keep at it until this is
done.
Waybills: You will need these to
inform crews of each car's destination
and sometimes its point of origin. The
exception to this is if you use
switchlists. You will need at least one,
and more likely several, of these for
every destination on your layout. This
will also be an involved process that
will take much longer than you expect.
Start early and keep at it until this is
done.
Timetable: If you are using TT&TO
for controlling train movement then
you will need a timetable. And if you
are not using TT&TO you should
consider one to provide a framework
for the attendees. Timetables can be as
simple or involved as you like. But at a
minimum they should list all of the
towns and times for each scheduled
train at each town. The E&P version of

this document is at http://easton-andpotomac.com/files/epops_ttable_wd.pd
f.
Bad-order notices: These are optional
but recommend. The engineers can use
these to identify malfunctioning rolling
stock, and you use them to guide your
after session maintenance efforts.
Bad-track notices: These are optional
but recommend. Train crews can use

these to identify bad track and you can
use them to guide your maintenance
efforts.
Session instructions: This is an
optional document. On the E&P these
are notices of events out of the ordinary
during the current session.
The
yardmasters, operators, and dispatchers
use these instructions to modify their
normal daily actions. Although this is

an optional document, it is a good way
to notify everyone of changes to the
normal activities. The E&P version of
this document for the next OPS session
is
at
http://easton-andpotomac.com/files/epops_session_instr
uctions.pdf.
Special instructions: This is an
optional document.
These are
instructions that are in addition to the
timetable and contain such things as
clearance restrictions.
The E&P
version of this document is at
http://www.easton-andpotomac.com/files/epops_special_instr
uctions.pdf.
Form 19 orders: This is an optional
document; however, if you are using
TT&TO to control train movements it
adds an air of formality. Without this
document this information needs to be
communicated verbally.
Form A clearance: This is an optional
document; however, if you are using
TT&TO to control train movements it
adds an air of formality. Without this
document this information needs to be
communicated verbally.
The E&P uses a computer system to
support the Form A and Form 19
documents and a discussion of that is
too involved for this article.
Rule book: This is purely optional for
model railroad operations. Having one
lends an air of formality and items in
the book can be reference in the
timetable and special instructions.
Probably no one will read this
document so creating it should be just
for fun.

Position documents
All of these documents can be
considered optional. But having them
will help the attendees better
understand
and
perform
their
assignments.
Engineer: This documentation is used
by the engineers and/or conductors to
perform their jobs: engine cards, train
cards, and detailed train instruction.
Yardmaster: This documentation is
specific to assisting the yardmasters
and their assistants in performing their
jobs: yard cards, arrivals, departures
detailed instructions and/or yard
sequence, and yard timetable
Operator: This documentation is
specific to assisting the operator
perform his job: operator timetable,
register, and operator sequence and/or
detailed instructions.

Dispatcher: This documentation is
specific to assisting the dispatcher in
performing his job: signup sheet,
dispatcher sheet, layout schematic, and
train sheet.
Hostler: This documentation is specific
to assisting the hostler in performing
his job of selecting and storing motive
power: roundhouse/engine ready sheet
and hostler sheet.

Engineer documents
Engine cards: This document contains
all of the information the engineer
needs to acquire and operate his
assigned engine. On the E&P this
document is given to the engineer by
the dispatcher. If the hostler position is
staffed then it would be provided to the
engineer by him.
Train cards: On the E&P this is given
to the engineer by the dispatcher. This

document gives the engineer a highlevel overview of his assignment. It
tells the engineer what train he has,
where the train goes and alerts the
engineer to any formal documents-orders and clearances--needed. It also
holds the detailed train instructions.
Detailed train instructions: This
document is located inside the train
card and gives a detailed step by step
guide to operating the assigned train.
This is a good document for first-timers
but it can also be helpful for old-timers
when their memory goes...which seems
to be more frequent with every session.

Yardmaster documents
Yard cards: These documents, or
something like them, are an aid to the
yardmaster in keeping track of the use
of each sorting track. Provide some
process/document that is flexible and
can adjust to the yardmaster's use of the
yard. These documents should provide
some flexibility in the yardmaster's
running of the yard.
Arrivals: This document lists all of the
arrivals for a specific yard along with
their scheduled or estimated time of
arrival.
Departures: This document lists all of
the departures for a specific yard and
guides the yardmasters while building
the outgoing trains. Provide enough

information on this document to allow
the yardmaster to know what needs to
be on what trains. Also provide any
limits to train sizes. The yardmaster
should be able to look at this document
and know everything he needs to know
make up departing trains.
Yard time table: If you don't provide
arrival and departure documents then at
least provide each yardmaster with a
customized timetable that only has
arrival and departure times specific to
that yard. Providing a full timetable is
also an option but all of the extra
information can be confusing to some.
Detailed instructions: Some yards
may be simple enough and repetitive

enough to allow the creation of this
document giving step by step
instructions. This document is similar
to the detailed train instructions
document but is provided to the
assigned attendee during the session.
Yard sequence: For move complex
yards this optional document gives a
step-by-step, minute-by-minute guide
to running the yard. This is good for
first timers and should be provided
before the session for their review. The

E&P version of this document for
Thorny
Point
yard
is
at
http://www.easton-andpotomac.com/files/epops_tp_ym.pdf.
It is similar to the detailed yard
instructions provided during the session
but with much more detailed.

Operator documents
Operator time table: The E&P has a
lot of dark territory that is not under the

operator's control.
To reduce
confusion, I provide a timetable that
only contains the locations under
operator's control.
Register: This document is filled in by
the train crews and used by the train
crews to determine if they can proceed
past the associated junction point.
However most of the time this is more
for the knowledge of the operator than
anything else.
Operator sequence: For more
complex towns this optional
document gives a step-by-step,
minute-by-minute guide to getting
the trains through a particular town.
This is good for first-timers and
should be provided before the
session for their review. The E&P
version of this document for the
Hood
Operator
is
at
http://www.easton-andpotomac.com/files/epops_h_op.pdf.

Dispatcher documents
Signup sheet: On the E&P this
document tracks who filled what
position and the next position to be
filled.
Dispatcher sheet: On the E&P this
document contains all of the
information the dispatcher needs to

do his job assigning crews, motive
power and directing traffic.
Layout schematic: On the E&P this
document is attached to a metal board
and is used by the dispatcher to track
the location of the trains with magnetic
markers.
Train sheet: In TT&TO operation the
dispatcher keeps track of the trains on
this sheet. But most find the layout
schematic easier to use. Only the more
experienced dispatchers will attempt to
keep this updated.

Hostler documents
Roundhouse/engine ready sheet:
When present, his document helps the

hostler determine what motive power
goes on what track and what motive
power is available for assignment.
Since the E&P does not staff a hostler
position this documentation is provided
to the dispatcher. The presence of
engine cards in the corresponding
roundhouse slots indicate available
motive power.
Hostler sheet: This document is used
to determine what motive power is
placed on which trains. Since the E&P
does not staff a hostler position this
document is provided to the dispatcher.
I know this is a lot and it will take time
to digest.
But to ensure smooth

operations a lot of documents are
needed. So take your time, keep at it
and soon you will have all the needed
documents and your sessions will be
running more smoothly.
The E&P is on the web at www.eastonand-potomac.com
and
http://eastonpotomac.blogspot.com/. If
you have any questions about any
document you can contact me through
the website.

